
For companies storing and moving products that must adhere to the HM Revenue 
& Customs (HMRC) requirements for ‘Customs only’ and ‘Customs & Excise Wet & 
Dry Bond’ requirements CALIDUS Bond is a comprehensive solution that streamlines 
the process to improve efficiency and increase cash flow.

STREAMLINED PROCESS 

It is a fully integrated warehouse management system which enables the maintenance 
of necessary standing data for commodity, tariff, currency & rate tables. 

This significantly reduces the need for re-keying of information and the risk of errors 
which can occur as a result.

Customs and Excise documentation such as period returns and advices can be 
produced either automatically or on user 
request, as required. This ensures compliance 
with all legislative and administrative 
requirements. 

CALIDUS Bond is a rules driven system 
which supports the recording and validation 
of all the necessary fiscal data, through 
receipt, storage & despatch operations and 
the production of electronic transmissions 
and/or full supporting documentation for all 
transaction types. 

INCREASED CASH FLOW

Bonded stock represents tied up capital 
which if released could be used to support 
investment and growth. CALIDUS Bond provides an accurate view of all stock 
through one system, whether it is free stock or bonded stock.  

Integrated Bonded Warehouse 
Management Software
CALIDUS BOND

Business benefits of integrated bonded warehouse management system include 
improved cash flow, greater operational efficiency and full supply chain visibility

BENEFITS OF CALIDUS BOND

• Fully integrated bonded 
warehouse system

•  Compliant with HMRC 
requirements

•  Automated documentation for 
improved efficiency

•  Increased cash flow

•  Reduced costs

•  Streamlined processes

•  Full visibility of bonded and 
free stock containing different 
commodities
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This increased visibility of stock supports better decision making; releasing bonded 
stock only when it is required to fulfil a customer order allows you to defer payment 
of duty and this in turn increases cash flow. 

Automated calculation of Customs duties, reduced paperwork and the removal of 
duplication across the process can substantially reduce administration costs and 
agent fees. 

KEY FEATURES

• Fully supports Customs, Excise and Custom & Excise warehousing  

• Duty paid/bonded stock within one system

• Goods received frozen until fiscal details entered

• Landing accounts produced

• Excise Movement and Control System (EMCS) functionality 

• Excise Accompanying Documents (EADs) for EMCS

• C88, Export, Diplomatic Privilege, Ships Stores, HM Ships and Visiting Forces 
Accompanying Documentation

• W5D Excise Warehouse Deferment advice for alcohol goods by account holder

• W1 Excise Warehouse Return

• W1A Annual return of movements of UK produced Whiskey

• Full audit trails and individual Rotation traceability

• CFSP (Inc. Additional duties including anti-dumping etc.), NES

• Electronic Import licence & certificate control

• Short & over receipt accounting

• Handling of bonded products containing different commodities

 
COMPREHENSIVE WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

As one of the most functionally rich warehouse management software systems 
available, CALIDUS WMS has everything you would expect to support the complex 
logistics operations of today’s industries.  This comprehensive system is ideally 
suited for third party logistics service providers, wholesale distribution and retail 
companies and it is the platform of choice for many household names.

CALIDUS WMS is a totally configurable multi-warehouse, multi-owner inventory 
management system that tracks inventory from goods receipt through to final 
delivery. It captures and retains detailed performance data providing operational 
benefits in planning and performance monitoring.

MANAGED SERVICES

The system is available as a hosted or managed service from our dedicated UK data 
centres, providing the benefits of a cloud computing approach, with the reassurance 
that all data is held at a known location that is secure and provides the levels of 
resilience necessary to support 24/7 operations.


